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Dear Residents
I can’t believe we are in October already! It has been a
jam-packed semester with an awesome camping trip, IHD’s first ball cruise and lots of activities in
between.
As we move closer to the pointy end of the semester with assignment deadlines and looming exams,
don’t forget to still do the things you love to help
keep you grounded as the
pressure mounts. Take some timeout to exercise,
cook, socialise – whatever activity that helps you!
This will help to clear your head and remain focussed at a time when you need it the most.
If this is your last semester with us, the team here
wish you well. Please look out for an email coming
from us outlining the action items that will give you
a smooth check out process. If you are not sure that
you have given us the correct check out date or you
are actually intending to extend your stay, please
contact us.
Best of luck for your submissions and exams.

Kind regards
Kalindi Marnell
Co-Ordinator Business and Finance, IHD
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Click here for more pictures...

Congratulations to the
2019 award winners
Thilina W. M. Bandara
Harry Edmonds Award Winner

Meiling
Zuo
Michael
Prowacki
Best
Photo
BestScenery
Portrait
Photo

Yan Yeuk Jonathan Chan
Best Sunset Photo
Rakesh and Nabiha
Community Service Award

Michael Prowacki
Best Wildlife Photo
Best Scenery Photo

Jesper Pantenjo
Best Overall Photography

Binaya Neupane
Best Overall Photography- Honourable Mention

Yen and Qi
Community Support Award

Huijia (Vicky) and Leonito
Community Spirit Award
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Coming up
BBQ NIGHT WITH
BOARD GAMES
Saturday, 19 October
7:30 pm to 8:30 pm
Meet @ Sitzler Court

No one can say “Only 1 Dumpling”

LATE NIGHT
PANCAKES
Sunday, 20 Octoberr
9:30 pm to 11:00 pm
Meet @ Sitzler Court

SMOOTHIE WEEK
21 to 25 October
12 pm to 1 pm
Meet @ MC Room

PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Sunday, 9 November
9:30 am to 11:00 am
Meet @ Sitzler Court

Building 17
got some real
Dumplin Skills...

PHOTO CREDITS: RL QI
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MOVIE NIGHT
Monday, 11 November
8 pm to 10 pm
Meet @ MC Room

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 14 November
5:30 pm to 7 pm
Meet @ Central Lawns

BOARD GAMES NIGHT
Sunday, 16 November
7:30 pm to 9 pm
Meet @ MC Room

RAPID CREEK SHUTTLE
Sunday, 17 November
8:30 am to 10:30 am
Meet @ IHD Office

COFFEE & CAKE
Sunday, 23 November
7:30 pm to 9:00 pm
Meet @ MC Room

MINDIL MARKET
SHUTTLE
Sunday, 24 November
5 pm to 7 pm
Meet @ IHD Office

For more details please download the IHD Life app, view the IHD website or join the IHD Events Facebook group

IHD’s Casuarina Shuttle Fridays
Departs IHD
5:30pm
6pm
6:30pm
7pm
7:30pm
8pm
8:30pm

OCTOBER 2019

END OF SEMESTER
PARTY
BBQ, MUSIC, GAMES
Sunday, 9 November
6 pm to 9 pm
Meet @ MC Room

EDITION 108

Departs Casuarina Square
5:45pm
6:15pm
6:45pm
7:15pm
7:45pm
8:15pm
9pm
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SOMETHING

Thilina won the Harry
Edmonds Award 2019.

Thilina hosting the IHD Event, Badminton Tournament.

NO ONE KNOWS

ABOUT ME

“THIS IS MY FIRST TIME BEING A FULL TIME
STUDENT IN TERTIARY EDUCATION SYSTEM
OR THAT I’M AN INTROVERT PERSON WITH
SERIOUS LACK OF EXPERIENCE IN HOW TO
ENGAGE WITH PEOPLE CASUALLY(BEING
CONTRAST TO MY RL POSITION), WHICH I
TRY TO HIDE BY BEING USEFUL IN ANY
SITUATION RATHER THAN STOPPING FOR
PLEASANTRIES(WHICH CAN COST ME MY JOB ).”

😉

Making the journey from the Indian Ocean Island of Sri Lanka, Thilina was
attracted to the tropics of the Top End. He wanted to acquire his masters from a rich
multicultural university and found Darwin to be the perfect fit.
When asked to share something about his
home country Thilina said,
“Sri Lanka is a very interesting country in trade
and other geopolitical matters throughout
history and therefore has influenced a
multitude of cultures and is home to many
people from different
ethnoreligious backgrounds”.
Thilina finished his Bachelor
of Civil and Structural
Engineering and started
working in the education
and construction industry
in Sri Lanka. After spending
years working, he made
up his mind to enhance his
skills with a masters degree.
Everything started falling in
place when his contract as
an engineer was about to
finish and the next intake at
Charles Darwin University
was opening. He took the
opportunity and blessings

of his parents (who believed he was making
a perfect step forward) to start his master’s
degree. He strongly believes that this degree
will open doors to many countries where
he can work as a Professional Engineer after
getting assessed by Engineers Australia
(Engineers Australia is the professional body
for engineers in Australia).
Unlike most students,
homesickness was not
something Thilina had to
cope with when he came
to Australia. Instead, it
was the education system
in Australia. He said,
“the different system of
education here proved
novel to me, from what I
was accustomed to”.

IF I COULD LIVE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
“THAT WOULD DEFINITELY BE IN ENGLAND. I HAVE A STRANGE ADMIRATION FOR THEIR
GENERAL WAY OF LIFE AND HOW GOOD THEY ARE AT MAKING THINGS WORK IN ADVERSITIES.
DON’T GET ME STARTED ABOUT THEIR ARCHITECTURE, CONSTRUCTION AND STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING, WHICH I REALLY ADMIRE. ONE MORE THING IS THE BRITISH HUMOUR WHICH IS
DIFFICULT TO BE FATHOMED BY SOME BUT IS GREAT NONETHELESS.”

I DO FOR

WHAT

RL Rundown

more engaged in the community and be helpful where I could. One funny thing is that whenever
I check in someone I will explain that the beach is close by and they can just walk there. They
immediately ask whether there are crocs in there almost every time. And once someone called
me in the middle of the night to inform that there was a frog in his room and when I went there
to chase away the frog the guy was out of his room the whole time and just freaking out about
a little frog. And this other time I told someone not to feed the possums and they ignored my
advice and continued to do so. It took no longer before the same person was bitten by the
possum she was feeding due to not having anymore lollies to offer... These experiences hold
a special spot in my memory”. I am sure Thilina has many more stories to tell his children and
grandchildren about the time he has been at IHD.

FUN

“I PLAY VIDEO GAMES FOR FUN & COOKING
WAS ANOTHER PASSION FOR ME BUT NOW
A REQUIREMENT RATHER THAN A HOBBY,
IT’S NOT GOING TO CHANGE ANYTIME
SOON I GUESS. I’M AN AVID MOVIE LOVER
BUT THE MOVIES THAT I WATCH ARE
COMPLEX TO BE ENJOYED BY A GROUP(NO

When asked about what
made him want to be
the Resident Leader? He
replied,” I wanted to become
a Resident Leader to be

I DIDNT MEAN VULGER, I ACTUALLY MEANT WEIRD
AND COMPLEX. EG: STALKER, AGAIN DONT GO BY
ITS NAME... IT MAY SUPRISE YOU).”

Thilina giving a speech at IHD Ball Cruise 2019
OCTOBER 2019
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Out & about in beautiful Sri
Lanka with his friends(he misses
them secretly).
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KaKaDu cAmPiNg tRiP
On 31 August 2019, 16 residents travelled from
IHD to Jabiru where they attended the annual
Mahbilil Festival. On the way there they stopped
at the large bird hide at Marmukala Wetlands and
took in the view as thousands of birds hunted and
played before them. The next day they travelled to
Maguk (also known as Barramundi Gorge) where
they enjoyed a refreshing swim in the large pool at
the base of the waterfall. In the evening all enjoyed
the beautiful Yellow Water Sunset Cruise with
crocs galore! On the final day the group visited
Nourlangie to see some of the ancient rock art and
learn about Lightning Man, then went on to Cahill
Crossing where a large number of crocodiles were
hanging out in the river awaiting a tasty meal of
barramundi (or tourist if it was offered).
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Click here for more pictures.

Photo Credits: RL Hasnaeen and Nabiha
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IHD’s Vincis and Picassos

(Left to Right- Top) Kerstin, Melody, Malin, Jenny and Linda.
(Left to Right- Bottom) Leonito, Emmy, Nicole and Prisca.

CDU’s international students are invited to attend the series of painting workshops
hosted by Paint and Create Darwin as a part of CDU’s International Student
Wellbeing Program. Several IHD Residents decided to take up this opportunity
and bring their creative self out on canvas. Up to 12 students can attend a session
and as seen in the above photo all students are from IHD.
(We should have called the above “IHD’s PAINT AND CREATE SESSION”... as ALL
the participants were IHD residents....
There are many benefits from this session. The residents got step-by-step training
and a good sense of accomplishment from the paintings they produced.

😉
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⬇GROWTH
⬇ REGIONAL COMMUNITY
CO-ORDINATOR:

Capital cities have reached close to
the optimum level of population,
in which case there is a huge
increase in number or people who
want to work from home of live
away from those busy cities. The
regional community co-ordinators
will market the benefits and
attract the urbanites.
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➡need
➡ CRICKET FARMER: People will
more efficient protein sources.
Crickets will be turned into flour for
bread products and protein bars or
deep fried to create crispy snacks.

OCTOBER 2019

to look
forward to...

➡who
➡ ROBOT ETHICIST: People
can easily navigate the ethical
issues in relations with the robots,
cyborg technologies, artificial
intelligence (AI) and augmented
reality.
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⬆DESIGNER
⬆ DIGITAL IMPLANT
: Digital Implants are
a wonder of modern medicine.
With increase in awareness of
personal health, these jobs will
create “body hacks” to enhance
people’s health and lifestyle. Eg:
implanted fitness trackers, digital
dental implants, etc.

⬇DESIGNER
⬇ OFFWORLD HABITAT
: As humans continue

⬇Virtual
⬇ SIMULATION ENGINEER:
reality is at its prime and

we need someone to create the
alternate worlds for us, either
to explore space, there will be
to help with job training or to
plans to colonise places such as
help us escape doing homework.
moon. This will require habitats
that consider issues such as gravity, This whole putting imagination
into existance will need alot of
radiation, breathable air.
technical skills.
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Salt
marsh
mosquitos
are
coming to Matile’s Tips while checking out
town...
For those who are leaving, please make sure
➡

The Northern Territory is home to many biting insects which can easily transmit
diseases and cause medical conditions through their venom or bites or stings.

There are over 100 species of mosquitos in the NT. Some are believed to be dangerous as they feed on
animals as well as humans. Over 20 species in NT which bite people can carry viruses that could cause
serious diseases.

Salt marsh mosquito

The northern salt marsh mosquito, Aedes vigilax, is the most important pest mosquito in the Top End
because of its aggressive biting habits during the day and night. It can carry and transmit Ross River
virus and Barmah Forest virus disease in the NT. You need to protect yourself to avoid being bitten. The
highest risk period for these diseases is from December to January.

the clothes airer, water bottle, doona, mattress
protector and pillow are left behind in the room
for the final inspection. Unclean rooms or missing
items will be charged to your account. Make sure all
the rubbish and disposal items are placed into the
skip bins outside Building 11 & 13.

Salt Marsh Mosquito Pest Calender for Coastal NT 2019:-

High Mosquito Peaks:

Very Hight Mosquito Peaks:

Airconditioner and Fan
wipe down the
blades of your fan anf
clean the filter in the
airconditioner.
Bicycles
If you have an unwanted
bicycle, please advise the
office that it is a donation.
Please also cut the IHD
bicycle tag off of the bike.

Protect yourself against mosquitos:⃣⃣ Stay indoors when mosquitoes are most active, from just
before to two hours after sunset
⃣⃣ Make sure flyscreens in your room are nice and tight
⃣⃣ Use a mosquito repellent cream - repellents only protect you
for up to four hours, not all night
⃣⃣ Avoid using scents such as perfume or deodorants as these
can attract mosquitoes - so can sweat
⃣⃣ Use protective clothing in outdoor situations, including
covering your feet, legs and arms - loose, light-coloured
clothing is best.
⃣⃣ Use mosquito coils or lanterns with insecticide-treated pads
for patio and veranda, or sheltered outdoor situations.
OCTOBER 2019
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➡
➡

➡ Remove all perosnal
possessions and dispose of
all unwanted items.
➡ Empty the room bins in the
communal or skip bins.
➡ Defrost and clean out the
small fridge.

Ensuite bathrooms
Please make sure that
this space is cleaned and
in reasonable order.

🍴
🍴
RETURN OF ROOM
KEY
Please return room keys
to the office or the box
outside the office on

INHOUSE

Kitchen
🍴Please remove the items
from kitchen drawer and
wipe out the drawer.
🍴Please remove any food
if left in kitchen freezer.

Please understand
that cleaning fees
may be applied
to rooms left in
an unreasonable
condition.
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How active
is
your
1. Boost your memory :

BRAIN?

The piece of the mind that reacts emphatically to high-impact exercise is
the hippocampus. Well-controlled examinations in youngsters, grown-ups
and the older demonstrate that this mind structure develops as individuals
get fitter. Since the hippocampus is at the center of the mind’s learning and
memory frameworks, this finding partly explains the memory-boosting
effects of improved cardiovascular fitness.
Not only does exercise gradually improve your memory equipment, it
can also have an effect on memory arrangement. German specialists
demonstrated that walking or cycling during (but not before) learning
assisted new foreign language vocabulary to stick. So, exercise while you
revise. Try not to push it too hard, however: overwhelming exercises can raise
your feelings of anxiety, which can scupper your memory circuits.

3. Improve your mental health:

Love it or hate it, bouts of physical activity can have a potent effect on your
mood. Shouldn’t something be said about yoga? Does it truly help with
stress? At the point when anxiety levels rise, you worry, your heart races
and your attention narrows to a cut. This move to “fight or flight” mode is
programmed, yet that doesn’t mean it’s entirely out of your control. Yoga
shows the purposeful direction of development and breathing, with the
point of turning on the body’s “relaxation response”.
Exercise is also developing as a promising method to conquer depression.
A 2013 meta-analysis carefully detailed that exercise– both aerobic and
resistance – was “decently effective” in treating depression. Strikingly,
exercise appeared as effective as antidepressant drugs and psychological
treatments.
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4. Enhance your creativity:

2. Improve your concentration:

Besides making memories stickier,
exercise can enable you to concentrate
and keep focused on a task. The best
scientific proof originates from testing
younger students, however it is most
likely the same for all of us. Sprinkling
exercises of aerobic-style with 20-minute
episodes of high impact exercise improved the abilities of Dutch school
students to focus. Meanwhile, a large randomised controlled trial in the US
looked at the effects of daily after-school sports classes over a school year.
The youngsters, obviously, got fitter. They became more adept at ignoring
distractions, multitasking, and holding and manipulating information in their
minds.

Thoreau, Nietzsche and numerous other writers have all attested to the fact that
walking gives wings to the creative mind. Therapists gave said that walking, either on
a treadmill or around campus grounds, or in a park, supported divergent thinking.

5. Slows Brain Aging:

The evidence that staying physically fit keeps your brain healthy into old age is
especially compelling. Workouts needn’t be extreme either: 30-45 minutes of brisk
walking, three times a week, can help fend off the mental wear and tear and delay the
onset of dementia.
Specialists are still researching about the basic factors that make exercise such an
intense mind tonic. Possible reasons include increased blood flow to the brain,
improves growth of hormones and extension of the mind’s system of veins. It’s
likewise conceivable that exercise stimulates the birth of new neurons.

STAY ALERT FROM SCAM CALLERS

ATO PHONE SCAMMERS TURN UP AS POLICE
WITH EFTPOS MACHINE
Two men turned up to another man’s house with an
EFTPOS machine demanding money after earlier calling
him pretending to be from the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO).
Click here to read more online.

• Do Not answer calls coming strange ISD
codes OR Do Not pass any personal or
financial details over phone
• Do Not believe when the caller
threatens with the name of Government
• Put such calls on SPAM list/ BLOCK the
number
• If accidentally you passed on some
information straight away update.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO

Cool Cucumber
Prawn Soup

BRUNO MUNRO: TROPICAL LIGHTS DISPLAY
The collection reflecting the artist’s personal history
of visiting Australia and the Northern Territory. The
exhibition is free to view & is connected by a self-guided
path to wander along when they illuminate each night at
7pm. ‘Tropical Light’ will open 1 November 2019 and run
for 6 months closing on 30 April 2020.
Click here to read more online.

HACKERS HELP POLICE TO FIND MISSING
PEOPLE
More than 350 “ethical hackers” gathered with the aim to
generate leads for 12 of Australia’s most frustrating cold
cases, using sophisticated but legal methods of trawling
the internet and the results were astounding: 100 leads
were generated every 10 minutes the competing teams
worked.
Click here to read more online.

• 2 ½ cups peeled, seeded, and
chopped cucumber (about 2
medium)
• 2 cups buttermilk, 2 garlic cloves, 1/3 cup chopped
cilantro, chopped shallot

EDITION 108

• 2 tablespoons white balsamic
vinegar

2. Transfer to a large bowl. Stir in the cold cooked
prawns, radishes, balsamic vinegar, and the
remaining 1 cup cucumber. Ladle into soup bowls.
Sprinkle individual servings with walnuts.

Saturn becomes the ‘true moon king’ as scientists count
82 moons orbiting the planet. About 100 even tinier
moons may be orbiting Saturn. The discovery establishes
Saturn as the planet in our solar system with the most
moons, surpassing Jupiter’s 79.
Click here to read more online.
INHOUSE

• ½ cup coarsely chopped walnuts, toasted

1. In a food processor combine 1 1/2 cups of the
cucumber, the buttermilk, yogurt, shallot,
cilantro, garlic, crushed red pepper, and lemonpepper seasoning. Cover and process until
mixture is smooth.

TWENTY MORE MOONS HAVE BEEN
DISCOVERED ORBITING SATURN

OCTOBER 2019

• 1 cup plain fat-free Greek yogurt, 1/2 crushed red pepper,
thinly sliced raddish
• 8 ounces frozen peeled,
cooked prawns, thawed and
coarsely chopped

3. Tips: To toast nuts, spread in a shallow baking pan
lined with parchment paper. Bake in a 350°F oven
for 5 to 10 minutes or until golden, shaking pan
once or twice.

SEPTEMBER 2019
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You can now download the IHD Life app
on iTunes and GooglePlay!
This app is made for YOU. Get updates on
special events and join Resident Social
- the best way to connect with your IHD
community.

Events
IHD Social

Connect to IHD socially on Facebook & Instagram

Resident Social

Sign-up to easily share & connect with each other
campus-wide

Resident Info

Here you’ll find links to important sources of information
for residents, including logging a maintenance request

IHD Vids

Connect to IHD’s video platforms to catch the latest clips

Your Directory

Can’t remember where you tasted the best laksa? Can’t
recall the way to Cas Square? Save it to Your Directory &
write recommendations for current & future residents

Get in Touch
OCTOBER 2019
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Stay up-to-date on what’s happening at IHD including
weekly & special events

OCTOBER 2019

This is your one-touch way to contact the IHD Office
INHOUSE

APPLE USERS
CLICK HERE

ANDROID USERS
CLICK HERE
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Please do not place
sharp objects (knives,
broken glass, etc.)
carelessly in the bin.
Someone could get hurt.
Please place all sharp
items, heavy objects or
leaking items directly
into the skip bin near
the MC Room.

Please place all rubbish
in the appropriate bins
located throughout IHD.
Do not leave or hide
rubbish in the gardens
or common areas. IHD
supplies general waste
bins and recycle bins at
multiple locations. Please
use them.
Large or sharp items
should be placed directly
in the large blue skip bin near Building 13.
NOTE: In Australia the red lid bins are for general waste; yellow
lid bins are for recycling; and green lid bins are for plant waste.
Never place general waste in the green or yellow lid bins as you
contaminate the whole load and turn it from reusable waste to
rubbish that goes to land fill.

Need to log a maintenance job? Not a problem!

At IHD we have some special yellow lid bins which have a rounded
open lid. These are only for recycling items labelled for 10 cent refunds.

While walking, cycling and public transport are the most
sustainable forms of transport, using a motor bike or scooter is
far cheaper and more efficient to operate than a car.
There are over 60 dedicated motorbike spaces at Casuarina
campus that are FREE to park in and close to key destinations in
paid parking areas. Signage at car parks does not tell you they
are free, but see the CDU website for details here – look under
“Parking” then under “Free parking”. Make sure you park in a
space marked M/C or with adjacent signs. If existing motorbike
parking is inadequate or you are regularly using car spaces in
free car parks let CDU Security (or Facilities Management) know
so they can convert car bays nearest to buildings or other key
destinations to multiple M/C bays.
INHOUSE

2. Click on the portal button in the top right
corner. It looks like this:

Got somethin’
to share? Photos,
stories, recipes?

Do not remove other
residents’ laundry from
a machine if it has not
finished the wash cycle.
Please be considerate of
your neighbours.

OCTOBER 2019

1. Head to the IHD Homepage
(http://ihd.cdu.edu.au/)

3. Log in to the portal using these details:
• Username: Studentportal
• Password: CDUIHD
4. Scroll down to ‘Maintenance’ and click
on Log a Job.
5. Log in to the housing portal with
the same details you used for your
application.

Please remember to close all doors when
you are entering & exiting. Bedrooms,
kitchens, laundries, bathrooms & common
areas are all safer when they are locked
behind you. If items go missing & the door
has been wedged open, IHD staff cannot
trace who has entered the room/s.

If you require access to
a store room, please
make sure you contact
the Office or an RL
between 8am & 10pm.

The quickest way to have your maintenance request addressed is to log the job online.

EDITION 108

Send them through to
pooja.parikh@cdu.edu.au

to be shared with the
IHD Community.
SEPTEMBER 2019

fb.com/IHDarwin

fb.com/groups/IHDEvents

@ihdarwin

INHOUSE
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Don’t forget to use

#IHDarwin
when you upload your photos!

We’re always on
the lookout for
up-and-coming
writers, artists or
photographers!

STAY IN TOUCH
Make sure you follow
our Facebook page,
closed group and
Instagram to share
your time here!
SEPTEMBER 2019

If you have any stories,
artworks or photos
you’d like to share,
send them through
to be shared with
the IHD Community.
pooja.parikh@cdu.edu.au
INHOUSE
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